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Nicole sneered back after being looked down on like that. “A test? That’s nothing.
Women like me can pass easily,” replied Nicole as she crossed her arms
confidently.

John watched the show from the side. He had never seen anyone being that
rude to the renowned Mr. Seet before.

Huh… This is getting interesting.

Evan assumed that Nicole was just lying through her teeth, so he turned to
Sophia and said, “Then it’s settled, mom. I will only let her stay if she does well in
the test.”

Sophia got up and walked to Nicole and asked if Nicole were sure she could do
it.

Nicole analyzed the situation. If Evan deliberately made things difficult for her and
mock her regardless of whether her answer was right or wrong, then she had no
shot. However, in a fair game, Nicole was confident that she could do it.

“I have confidence in my ability. Mr. Seet’s ego might get in my way, though.”

Evan frowned upon hearing that. This woman is claiming to be good while
accusing me of being so proud that I’d deliberately mess things up for her?

“Not everyone is as scornful as you. Seet Group has always focused on its
employee’s ability and does not discriminate!”



“That’s good then.”

Sophia watched as the duo fought. She decided then and there that she would
monitor the test to ensure that it would be fair.

The questions for the test were sent to Evan’s computer soon after. Nicole was
asked to translate the content into three different languages.

Nicole sat down and examined the content. She needed to translate a document
from the languages used in A Nation, M Nation, and H Nation. The languages of
those countries were her specialties, so it was a piece of cake for her.

She read the document as she translated it. The director’s office soon rang up
with the clicking sound of the computer.

Evan remained grouchy and frowning. Is this woman actually that capable, or is
she just putting on an act? I hope she’s not secretly playing video games over
there.

Evan walked to her side curiously and checked the computer screen. Holy, she’s
actually translating the document! Wait, so she really can communicate in three
different languages?

The language from A Nation was not popular, so most applicants were stuck at
that stage, but Nicole could understand it.

Evan thought about the way Nicole acted that night all those years ago. It was
like they were two completely different people!

There was a saying that claimed that women were most attractive when they
were focused on doing something. There was a moment when Evan’s heart
thumped faster when he saw her fingers dancing on the keyboard.

Unfortunately, his earlier bias on Nicole squashed any positive impression he had
for her within seconds.



After Nicole finished translating everything, she stood up and asked, “Are you
going to personally check everything, Mr. Seet?”

Evan shot her a deadly glare before answering, “The HR department is
responsible for that.”

John walked over to the computer soon after and sent the translated content to
the HR department.

About twenty minutes later, Evan received the call.

“Mr. Seet, those three documents were perfect. It is especially impressive that
the potential recruit could translate the document in the language from A Nation.
That language is not popular, so very few knew it. No one has ever scored 100%
on that part of the test before, and our department needs a skilled employee like
that.”

Sophia sat at the side and heard everything from the phone. She couldn’t help
but give Nicole a big thumbs up.

Sophia liked Nicole more and more. Kind, beautiful, and smart. She is perfect for
my boy. Given the current situation, it is difficult to find a beautiful woman who is
also skilled to be placed in the workforce.

Sophia was certain that the woman standing in front of her could break through
to her arrogant son.

“Anything else you’d like to say, Evan? She has proved herself.”

As a director, Evan couldn’t go back on his words.

He had no choice but to let Nicole stay and work there.



“Who would’ve thought that you’re not completely useless? Stay at the office and
do your job. Don’t stray or work outside your job scope.”

Nicole knew exactly what Evan meant when he used the word stray.

She never thought about seducing him, but if she stayed with the company, she
could have a stable income. That would give the kids a better life, and she could
spend more time with Kyle, so she was delighted.

“Don’t worry, Mr. Seet. I am only here to do my job.”


